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At the time the potential client 
went on a rant about how much 
he loved House of Cards (pre-
Kevin Spacey issues); so I 
decided to theme the proposal 
after the show.  

1.) to capture his attention  
2.) to stand out 
3.) because it was fun

* disclaimer: I knew this potential client has a good 
sense of humor, always consider the 
“professionalism” level of the company or 
individual your approaching before you pick a 
theme; and don’t let it overshadow your message.

A Theme Will Help You Stand Out

client’s name here
clients name redacted for privacy



Build Authority // Past Clients



Build Authority // Past Results



Future Pacing… what’s in it for them

sell results not technology

product name



product name

Future Pacing… why read the proposal



Tie sections in with the theme… without overwhelming the message.

relevant & interesting  
quote from the show



TEACHING…  
tell them what you’re going 
to do, and teach them why 
what you’re doing is 
important.

set the stakes early & often



Specifics…  
giving specifics gives you 
authority with the lead, 
even if they don’t know 
each of the items listed; the 
perception is that you have 
it covered & they don’t 
have to worry.



Timeline 
again, giving specific 
timelines (even if they’re 
subject to change) gives the 
lead comfort in your process 
and confidence in your 
approach.



More Specifics More Confidence Built that you can reach the goal.



More Specifics also gives you More Price Justification



Don’t be afraid to give away 

your map to success…  
law of reciprocity is stronger than you 
think! yes they COULD theoretically 
take your plan and execute it 
themselves, but a good client (the kinds 
we want) are much more interested in 
hiring you to do it for them. 

“The Map”



More Specifics More Confidence Built that you can reach the goal.



More Specifics More Confidence Built that you can reach the goal.



IF you have a 
conversation before you 
send the proposal about 
expectations (ideally you 
have) be sure to include 
the information discussed.

Everyone likes a 
good listener.

Recommendations 
inspire confidence that 
you care as much 
about the project 
results as they do.



Recommendations… frame yourself as a partner not just another vendor.



Recommendations… open the door for equity, you’re not just “doing what they say” 
you’re adding value to the conversation. 



Tie sections in with the theme…

Note on ‘sections’ - you should 
always include these three; just like a 
movie there’s “pre-production”, 
“production”, and “post production”. 
These change based on your industry, 
but having a before/during/after 
analysis in your proposal will cover 
almost all process question your lead 
may have. 

The best sales people GUIDE their 
potential clients THROUGH the 
buying process… Define what 
happens on each step of the journey.



In This Specific Industry… day one is very important; “the launch” has a lot of pressure 
on day one so I specifically address this day’s challenges.

set the stakes let’s them 
know you “get it”

a little humor never hurts 
(a lot can)



More Specifics More Confidence Built that you can reach the goal.

a little humor 
show’s your 
human
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keep building upon the journey you will be taking together



In This Specific Industry… another important day to make sure our client 
understand that we “get it”



More Specifics More Confidence Built that you can reach the goal.



More Specifics More Confidence Built that you can reach the goal.



Most of your competition 
won’t concern themselves 
with any “post production” 
aspects of a project - we can 
stand out by addressing what 
happens (or can happen) 
after a project is completed… 
and open the door for further 
collaboration (aka more 
money for everyone).



Open the door for further collaboration… 
the initial prospect was just for the launch of the product, however I go on to explain 
what could happen after the launch by working together to go “evergreen”.



before price reveal, reset the 
stakes as high as possible… 
what’s the risk of not working 
with YOU specifically?

this lead is the kind of 
lead who would 
appreciate a meme in a 
proposal. not all will.

*business owners like to invest, they  don’t love to spend money



if you’ve done your job right 
the price justification will be 
for avoidance of failure of the 
project as much as it is for the 
promised deliverable. 

Even if your pricing is double 
or triple a competitor the 
prospect will be much more 
interested in “partnering with 
a pro” than “saving money”, if 
they’re all about saving 
money than you don’t want 
them as a client anyways



The proposal is a living 
document, may need to be 
updated based on feedback 
from the prospect, always 
provide details on the “next 
steps” in the process.


